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NEWS

IN RETROSPECT

LSD celebrates HS life in a tell-tale musical show
By ALIEZA JEAN T. BULACOY

PHOTO BY DM MADERAZO

HIGHSCHOOL MUSICAL. LSD Stundents showcase their talents in
both acting and singing in the Musical Variety Show as part of the
112th Anniversary celebration of EVSU.

Cheers roared up the
crowd as students of
the
Laboratory
School
Department
(LSD)
performed to a musical
show at the auditorium
yesterday as part of the
SLD days anchored to the
university’s 112th founding
anniversary.
The
musical
show
entitled “Agi-an” is a musical
shows about the usual life
and the struggles faced by
the students which was
directed by one of the faculty
members of the LSD, Ms.
LSD continued on Page 4

COED rep hailed Campus Wizard ‘19
By ERWIN M. ELICOT, JR.

Bryan Jay E. Maraya, a
fourth-year student taking
up Bachelor of Secondary
Education
Major
in
Biological Science, won the
Search for Campus Wizard
at the Inner Court yesterday.
During the last round of
the knock-outs, Maraya got
the winning answer against
Siofrey Alberca, a Bachelor of
Science major in Electronics
andCommunications
Engineering.
“The Search for Campus
Wizard was a difficult

challenge though. I didn’t
expect to be the winner
because I have a lot of
tough competitors like the
College of Engineering. They
are more likely to be the
competitors of this event.
As a representative of the
College of Education, I really
did my best to raise our
department and myself as
well,’’ Maraya said.
Maraya was awarded
a Certificate of Recognition
and a check worth Php 5,000
pesos sponsored by the
Rotaract of Kandaya.
WIZARD continued on Page 5

PHOTO BY JM LLORAG

WAR OF BRAINS. Vying for the
campus wizard 2019, Bryan Jay E.
Maraya, a fourt-year student stashed
the first place in the said contest.
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SSG reopens booth competition
By ANNISA S. YANGZON

Eighteen
campus
organizations
opened
their respective booths to
the students of EVSU in a
bazaar set up at the EVSU
Quadrangle to offer their
services and likewise try to
recruit new members into
their roster.
Officially
opened
yesterday, the bazaar will
sit this Friday to allow
the organizations to also
generate income for their
respective charters.
Supreme
Student
Government (SSG) Senator
and chairman of the activity,
Hon.
Cherebon
Jomar
Adolfo
formally
opened
the competition which will
give out two major awards,
namely Best Designed Booth
and Most Visited Booth.
Said
competition
was judged based on the
following criteria namely,
40%
for
the
Creativity
and Resourcefulness, 30%
for the Relevance to the
Organization’s Innovations,
and 15% for the Peace
and Order in the area and
likewise the attendance of
students and faculty visiting
the booth.
InGen, Kainos Breed,
Philippine Junior Jaycees
Incorporated
(JJC
EVSU
Chapter),
Philippine
Institute of Civil Engineers
(PICE), Society of Student
Nutritionist-Dietitians

PHOTO BY JM LLORAG

BOOTH-IFUL. As part of the 112th Founding Anniversary, different
organizations put up a bazaar at the soccer field to add color to the festivities
and possibly win the Best in Booth award.

(SSND), Break Point, Junior
Asia Pacific Entrepreneurs
(JASPEN), Rotaract, Hotel
and Restaurant Technology
Student
Society,
Alpha
Phi Omega (International
Philippines
Incorporated
Service
Fraternity
and
Sorority Delta Phi Chapter),
Sigma Iota Fraternity (Beta
Rho Sorority), Alpha Kapa
Rho (AKP), Tau Gamma PH,
Institute of Electronics and
Communications Engineers
in the Philippines, Gender
and
Development
Youth
Coordinators
(GAD-YC),
Information Technology (IT),
and the Juniors and Seniors
Class Organization (JSCO)
all put up their tents after
registering with SSG and
paying a 50-peso registration
fee.

“We are not really after
the competition or whatever
prizes. We just want to
showcase the talents that
entrepreneurs have and of
course one of our purpose
is to develop the lower years
like the freshies. We just want
to give entertainment and
fun to the students of EVSU,”
said Melanie Diaz, President
of the Junior Asia Pacific
Entrepreneurs (JASPEN).
Aside from the booth
competition, activities like
the Search for Campus
Wizard,
Amazing
Race,
Poster Making Competition,
DanceSing, Miss EVSU Q&A
and Foam Party will transpire
during the week.
Winners
for
the
said competition will be
announced on Friday. •
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SLD Playground Demo takes on ‘60’s vibe
By CHERRY MAE L. TABUENA

Imbibing the atmosphere
of the ‘60’s era, the
Laboratory
School
Department put up a
playground demonstration
to
commemorate
its
years of innovation and
excellence.
Grade 7 to Grade 10
students showcased their
performances wearing the
classic retro outfits at the
Inner Court yesterday.
Said activity which
highlighted the LSD Days
’19 was anchored on the
theme: Eastern Visayas
State University School
Laboratory
Department
Through the Years of
Innovation and Excellence.
“The goal of LSD Days
is to showcase the best of
LSD throughout the years in
terms of its curriculum that
developed and produced
quality students and also,
in the future opening of
the Senior High as part of
its innovation,” said Prof.
Joel A. Alfarero, LSD OIC
Principal.
Other
than
the
playground demonstration,
LSD also prepared the
Photovoice and LSD Exhibit
to be inaugurated tomorrow
at the Auditorium. •

PHOTO BY CML TABUENA

BE A PART. University President, Dr. Dominador O. Aguirre
encourage the SLD students to take time to explore and be a part of
innovationg the university during the playground demonstration held
last February 13 at the EVSU inner court.
LSD from Page 2
Veniza An P. Galaroza.
“We’re
very
much
grateful to our administrators
for giving us the opportunity
to have this day, to showcase
the
student’s
talents,
because this is very rare, and
in the previous years there
are no performances like
this,” Ms. Galaroza said when
asked about the purpose of
the said show.
Vice
President
for
Academic Affairs, Dr. Dennis
C. De Paz shared that the
performance
reminded
him of his high school, the
struggles, challenges and all.
“It just proved that they

are not just learning in a fourwalled classroom but they go
outside without fear to show
their talents,” he added.
The musical show ended
with a song performed by
all the casts featuring Miss
Culture and Arts 2018 and
Ms. EVCAA 2019, Angel Rose
Tambal who was invited in
the show.
“As one of the casts, I can
say that if you are in EVSU
you will not just improve as
a student but as a person as
well. It honed my skill and
my talent. There is really an
improvement day by day,”
said Linnah Gwyneth Gerilla,
one of the casts. •
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Amazing Race dared EVSUnistas’ wit, endurance
By JEAN MAICA G. VELASCO
Eight stations littered with
various
obstacle
courses
tested
the
patience,
teamwork, and strategies of
the eight competing teams in
an Amazing Race organized
by the Supreme Student
Government (SSG) in front of
the Administration Building
yesterday.
Said race was part of the
series of activities initiated
by the SSG to establish unity
and camaraderie between the
students of EVSU.
According to SSG’s Vice
President, Cokie Mae Costelo,
“the activity is mainly for the
students and not just for the
organization members so that
students will feel they are part
of the foundation week.”
Some of the obstacles the
participants had to endure
were drinking vinegar, doing
military exercises, memorizing
the university hymn, among
others.
“Masaya. Syempre nag
enjoy ako bisan damo nak
samad. Tapos dire man
talaga importante kun hino it
madaog or hino it pirde kay an
importante an teamwork man
tas nagka mayda ghap ako bago
na friends na mga participants
ghap kanina.” said Ms. Naome
Cabia, a BAEL participant.
Winners of the said race
will be announced on Friday
during the Students’ Night
which will likewise culminate
the
week-long
student
activities. •

PHOTO BY JM LLORAG

FUNRUN. Teams in a different campus organizations partake in the
Amazing Race, testing their stealth , wit, and endurance during the
celebration of the 112th Founding Anniversary at the EVSU grounds.
WIZARD from Page 2
In
addition,
21
students from the College
of Engineering (COE) and
the College of Education
(COED) participated that
is composed of two stages,
the elimination round which
covered multiple choice
questions regarding general
knowledge while the knockout round with identification
questions,
also
general
knowledge.
In the knock out round,
a participant who will not
get the right answer will be
eliminated from the search
right away.
“Actually, I didn’t expect
that I will top the elimination
round
because
I
lack
preparations. Even though

I didn’t win, I quite enjoyed
the competition,” said Kristel
Grace Amistoso, a participant
from COE.
The Search for CampuS
Wizard 2019 was organized
and initiated by the Sigma
Iota Fraternity and Beta Rho
Sorority Alumni Association
in partnership with the
Rotary Club of Kandaya,
Tacloban.
“We
conducted
this
activity
because
our
fraternity aims to recognize
intelligent students within
the campus. This event also
serves as a flagship of our
fraternity,” said Jedalyn V.
Mahinay, President of Sigma
Iota Fraternity and Beta Rho
Sorority EVSU Chapter. •
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Green Peace takes EVSUnistas
to a night of reggae music
By JEREMY M. LLORAG

Green Peace sets everyone
on high grounds with
their good original reggae
music
and
energetic
performances with their
front act Pink Nick and
Maroon and Gold last
night at EVSU-Inner Court.
Guitarists
Bjorn
Farinelli, Harris Gomez and
Nic Galon, bass guitarist
Matt Villalino and a grade
10 lead singer Sy Oledan
stated that their talents
made them unite as a team
even they are from different
schools.
Maroon and Gold, an
EVSU band also showcased
their talents performing
trending songs like Buwan
by Juan Carlos. From
saxophone
of
Arthur
Juanico, drums of Harvey
Paul Ablay, lead guitar of
Patrick Barbosa, bass guitar
of Nelito Agus, percussion
of Mike Aboga and to the
vocal of Alanis Mae Creado,
there is no denying that
EVSU has great talents.
As the stars of the
night, Green Peace brought
everyone in the inner
court to dance mood by
their original composition

PHOTO BY JM LLORAG

REGGAE NIGHT. The 2nd night of 112th Founding Anniversary
Celebration of Eastern Visayas State University (EVSU) was filled with
music and excitement with Green Peace on stage to set the mood high.
reggae songs like Miss
Binibining Reggae, Umulan
Umaraw and Chublos 25.
Gardo
Melgar,
a
rhythm guitarist and an
alumnus said that it is an
honor performing in the
university.
Green Peace members
Jhon Bert “Banal” Coral

the vocalist, Jeric Espada
the percussionist, Francis
Yu the bass guitarist,
Joey Manocal the lead
guitarist, Benedict Cabrera
university. •
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JUVENILE’S WISDOM
By ALYSSA ISABEL D. PAGARAO

Being a millennial in this
techie world is devastating
for a fact that our parents
are dragged on their
practices of the past.
Grasping the standards
of our parents is difficult
for today’s generation.
Also, it is also hard
for their part to make
a huge shift unto our
routines.
Just today, the
Laboratory
School
Department filled the
gaps between these
thoughts
as
they
celebrate their LSD
days flaunting their
respective
talents
through the variety
show.
“This is a just
presentation
to
showcase our talents
and to prove that we
also have the rights to
compete with the college
students,” Orven Navaroo
SSC President asserted
on an interview regarding
their celebration of the
SLD Days.
Maximizing Convenience
Often called useless
and consumed by the
internet and social media,

the youth of today, it has
been proven that the
generation Y have the
capability to make things
easier and faster.
The millennials as
workers are considered to
be intrinsically motivated.
In fact, 65% of the millennial
said
that
personal
development is the most
important factor in their
careers and are very much
willing to learn.
Also, millennials are
accounted as cost-effective
for they do not need much
money to accomplish work
for they are resourceful in
their own respective ways.
It has been also proven that
the Gen Y settles with small
salaries in exchange for
flexibility, happiness and
passion.
Aside from being costeffective the millennials
are the most genuine
generation
that
they
consider much of what
they feel, how they should
react to not hurt others’
feelings and become truer
to themselves.
Writing better plots
Little did we know that
the youth of today has a

huge grasp to the shift that
we have been doubting on
to. They are more capable
of crafting better plots
of their respective lives
because they are given all
the possible resources to
enjoy convenience.
Most of the GenY
people are optimistic
and has better to take
risks and sacrifices for
the sake of making their
life better and building
a better version of
themselves. They may
have been noisy all over
social media but these
make changes that are
beyond the perception
of the others.
There has been
an increasing number
of entrepreneurs in
the society who just
started from a low
key investment and
bloomed through time.
Slowing down the
changes are impossible
but coping up to what
the reality is our only
chance to at least live
a life and embrace the
better consequences for
the youth to feel their
acceptance.
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Hide and Seek
No one could probably
argue that the Supreme
Student Government and
the administrators tried
to put up, in their utmost
efforts,
activities
that
will serve as an anchor
point for the students to
participate in this year’s
Founding
Anniversary.
Yet again, they are under
fire after a series of
unfortunate events caused
them to lose both financial
resources and interest
from the students. Who’s
to blame? Different parties
have different takes on the
issue. However, all seem to
point to one main problem
– mobility.
According to sources,
by January this year,
the admin has already
laid out plans to secure
the financial resource to
shoulder the expenses that
will be incurred during the
festivities. One of which is
the EVSUrun, the program
that became the pot of
gold for the week-long
celebration. Prior to the
fun run, it has been agreed
upon by both student
leaders and administrators
that the proceeds will
be divided into 80-20.
The 20% will be given to
SSG for their utilization
provided that they help in

the distribution and sales
of the tickets. However,
they were only able to
raise minimal amount in
comparison to their budget
proposal which forced the
administrators to prioritize
matters “they deem need
the money more.” As a
result, the SSG does not
have financial resource to
fuel the activities they’ve
already laid out and needs
cash prizes. This is where
the problem starts.
First and foremost,
according to the SSG
officers, their trust fund has
already been exhausted.
This raised concerns as
to what happened to their
funds considering that
each semester, the trust
funds are replenished from

the 50-peso contribution
each student pay for during
enrollment before the FHE
was implemented. If their
funds are depleted, how are
they supposed to deliver
their mandate considering
also that they are the
highest governing student
body in the university.
Another is whether or
not their officers are well
capacitated to function
accordingly. Now, are they
victims? Was the admin
being stingy? Debatable.
Mobility is something
that is expected from all
leaders. Knowing that the
situation already has some
complications, it is then the
responsibility of the leaders
to find ways to make sure
that these are mitigated.
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The SSG could have
thought of other avenues
in which they could raise
funds to shoulder their
own expenses without
relying too much on the
budget allocation from the
admin. Sad to say, the SSG
also slipped on marketing
their activities. Hyping up
their projects by creating
different promotions could
have been a great help
in their situation. Also,
exhausting and putting
teeth on the possibilities
and capabilities of the
Council of Leaders would
have made the burden
lighter. It is however,
commendable,
that
despite these seemingly
endless challenges, the
SSG moved forward to the
point that they are already
using their monies from
their own pockets. The
admin likewise could’ve
been wearier of what’s
happening to the trust fund
of the student government.
This feud would’ve
been avoided had these
two parties met half
way in creating their
avenues. Mobilizing each
constituents is also one
way to secure that when the
event already transpires,
those who are expected to
act don’t go playing hide
and seek.
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Per se
“New technologies, new cure for illnesses are examples of the
outcomes of the innovative minds of people throughout the ages.”
Have you ever thought
about flying cars, robots,
and holograms? For once
in your life, have you
ever imagined life with
three-headed
bulldogs
and talking animals? If
ever it occurred to you the
possibility and the beauty
of having a great future,
then we are on the same
page.
Eastern Visayas State
University
(EVSU)
is
constantly developing for
the past 112 years. From
manual preparations of
documents to computerized
storing and printing of
important papers. From
makeshift classrooms to
having 3-storey functional
buildings. From having only
one campus to having four
more integrated external
campuses.
Throughout
the
years of innovation and
excellence, EVSU was able
to meet the increasing and

changing demands of the
students. They were open
for new changes. They
became
more
globally
competitive.
How? Innovation is the
key.
Innovation is very
crucial in the present time
since it will define the
progress or regress of our
future. Lucky for us if we’ll
experience it like that in
the fairy tales but it would
be worst if we’ll see it rain
bullfrogs.
New
technologies,
new cure for illnesses are
examples of the outcomes
of the innovative minds
of
people
throughout
the ages. New inventions
are of great help to us in
making our daily chores
easier and faster. Modern
technologies made our
lives more comfortable
and more human-friendly, if
there’s such a word.
But the thing that we

should not forget are the
people who made all those
inventions and innovations
attainable. All the new
things that we are seeing
now would not be possible
if not because of the genius
minds of the people behind.
Right mind begets
successful
innovation.
Successful
innovation
begets brighter future.
We should try to be
more innovative in order
for us to change and be
able to meet the demands
of life. We should remember
to appreciate all the people
behind great innovations
because great novelties will
not exist per se. •
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Expectations vs. Reality
“What was aimed at entertainment landed
on frustrations and questions.”
With
the
week-long
celebration of the 112th
Founding
Anniversary
come the expectations of
day-long parties, loads of
games and numerous tolook-forward-to activities
for the students. Now,
the delivery of such
expectations is where
we base our definition of
success for such an event.
Org
Fair,
Amazing
Race, Campus Wizard,
Concert and Students Night
were some of the events
organized by the Supreme
Students
Government
(SSG) and was expected
to hype up the students
so that they would really
be able to feel the spirit of
the celebration. However,
although the events did
transpire today, it did not
fall according to plans.
The flow of the events
was
confusing,
there
were no official programs
circulated
among
the

participants which led to
majority of the students
questioning, “Did it start
already?”, “Ano’t ganap
yana?”, “Amo la ini?”.
The expectations of the
students declined because
they had no idea what was
happening and probably
made them decide to go
home instead.
Not only was there a
lack of couriers, everything
was scattered in pieces
and was barely organized
as a whole. Participants of
every events didn’t know
where it was stationed,
when will it start and a few
more to mention. What was
aimed at entertainment
landed on frustrations and
questions instead.
However,
to
the
organizations were not to
be solely blamed about
such a “mishap”, but to the
students as well. There are
few who are really willing
to participate and mostly

just happy that they have
a week-long ‘vacation’.
One thing that lacks in
our university is student
involvement and that is just
sad for events like this.
The students’ activities
barely begun and more are
still expected to bring joy
and wonderful memories.
We cannot finish a story
that is still far from ending.
Maybe, just maybe, there
will be a turn of events
and things will be filled
with entertainment after
all. Let’s just hope for the
best that the organizers
will be able to cope up
with the students desire to
participate so that students
will be more engaging and
more involve with our
celebration. •
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OP-ED Vox Scholaris
What part of the foundation week are you
looking forward to?
Compiled By JOEL D. ROSARIO, Jr.

I’m looking forward to the DanceSing Competation, sana maging
worth it ang panonood ko. I’m so excited! NDRRM

Lahat since first time ko magce-celebrate ng founding
anniversary dito sa EVSU and excited ako na makita ang
lahat ng activities. PRIAM

I’m looking forward to the Miss Q and A na sana maging maupay it
panahon para makag-kita. Bug Bunny

Namimiling kami hin adlaw where magkakaada bonding it am
barkada and we decided na last day nala, that’s why mas excited
ak ha last day. Future Chemist

An masisiring ko gud na nakuntento ako han ira activity.

xb

Magka-mayda hin unity in diversity dinhi ha evsu. Hehehe

Funny One

FEBRUARY 13, 2019
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Excited ak ha concert kay nayakan hira sikat daw na banda ha
Pilipinas an makadto pero dire ngean. Pero gusto ko la gihap
kumita hit local bands bisan dire gud sikat. umaSASA

I am an introvert. I do not want to interact with people because
they’re the worst, present company excluded. So back to what you
were asking me, I am hoping that the next activities will help me
build my confidence and will help me interact with people because
I am so sick and tired of distancing myself. I wanna be part of
something. I wanna be part of EVSU. IntroV3rt

Nag-eexpect ak na maging mas marisyo pa an uban na
activities kay base ha ak nakikit’an yana, gutiay la na
mga students ang nagpa-participate. MalibOg Nights

Kunta mag-participate na an uban na students kay para
man gihap iton ha at na tanan an mga ginpangbuhat hin
EVSU. CMT, BSStat 1A

Well it is not related po sa mga program na gusto kong mabuligan
pero gusto ko lang po sana na ig implement na ang fines ngani kay
para mag participate gyud ang mga studyante because masumo na
gyud kaayo. Ranter ML ta
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Memoir
Artemis

I came from the sour, tender taste of beef
marinated in soy sauce and lemon
that we made in that same kitchen
where we danced to our own voices.
I came from the fresh fragrance of cherries and
vanilla
that reminded me
of your calm nature.
I came from the winds howling
along to the rattles of the rooftops
that is similar to how we argue
on petty little things.

ILLUSTRATION BY PJ LAGMAY

I came from the sight
of you smiling with your eyes
glistening with so much joy and passion.
I came from the warmth of your hug
that made me want to melt in your velvet arms,
but suddenly I woke up with tears in my eyes,
wishing that everything wasn’t just a dream.

FEBRUARY 13, 2019
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STARDUST
Elton Chan

Gazing through your starry eyes
Astounded; wandering through your soul likewise
Beholds the heart of the infinite unknown
You’re the stardust of my own
Mystifying and Fragile
Out of reach, far from a thousand mile
Quivers as I draw near
In awe trembles in fear

An aesthetic dusk
I have nothing to ask
The stardust of my soul
The woman that made me whole.
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PHOTO GALLERY
SLD Playground Demo

SLD Variety Show

BYCM TABUENA, JEREMY LLORAG, CK AGNER

BY DM MADERAZO
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Campus Wizard 2019

BY EM ELICOT, JR. AND JM LLORAG
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PHOTO GALLERY
Amazing Race

BY JM LLORAG
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PHOTO GALLERY
Booth Competion

BY KBCM, IECEP, JEREMY LLORAG
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PHOTO GALLERY
Live Concert

BY JM LLORAG
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By ALIVIN GULTIANO

ENTERTAINMENT
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HIDDEN MESSAGE
Get your answer from the puzzle area.

_O__ _O_ ___, ______ _O_
_ O _ _ . KHALIFATUL MASIH III

Answer to previous issue's Word Search
PROBLEMS ARE NOT STOP SIGNS, THEY ARE
GUIDELINES. —Robert H. Schiuller

